Abstract In this paper, the concept of consistently semicontinuous dcpo is given,then some properties of them are discussed, especially, equivalent characterizations between consistently semicontinuous dcpo and the smallest consistently semi-prime set is given. Finally the concept of consistently semicontinuous mapping is given, and the connection between consistently dcpo and consistently semicontinuous dcpo on the base of consistently semicontinuous mapping is given.
defined on a complete lattice, and some properties of continuous lattices are extended to the semi-continuous lattices.At present, there are many reports on the research of semi-continuous lattices. The related properties of semi-continuous lattices are discussed in the literature [3] , [4] , [5] and [6] .Since the semi-continuous lattice is defined in the complete lattice, the semi-continuous study has some limitations. In order to get rid of the limitations, such as literature [7] dealing with continuous posets as the directed completion of general order structure of semi-continuous and semi-continuous lattices.in the literature [8] , the lattice of semi-prime ideal is extended to partially ordered sets of semi-prime concept and in dcpo definition semi-continuity and give semi-continuous dcpo characterizations and properties, at the same time, many properties of semi-continuous lattices is extended to semi-continuous lattices. In this paper,the concept of consistently semicontinuous dcpo is given,then some properties and equivalent characterizations of them are discussed. 
Preparatory knowledge
is not directed, so is not a consistently prime ideal. 
